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HARMAN presents 
Award-Winning HALOsonic®  
Suite of Technologies

To tackle the acoustic challenges within the unique automotive environment of conventional, electric and hybrid cars, HARMAN, 
the leader in sound, has created HALOsonic, a set of tailormade sound solutions comprised of Electronic Sound Synthesis (ESS), 
Engine Order Cancellation (EOC), Sound2Target™ (S2T™) and Road Noise Cancellation (RNC).

Selective in-cabin noise cancellation while preserving music 
content for a premium audio experience.

Reduction of unwanted noise inside the car helps to slow the 
onset of driver fatigue.

Weight reduction through elimination of passive  
NVH treatments.

External engine sound synthesis for pedestrians’ safety, helping 
automakers to comply with governmental safety regulations.

Targeted sound synthesis allowing OEM to define the interior 
and exterior sound signature of their vehicles.

Facilitation of advanced fuel management strategies 
including engine downsizing and cylinder deactivation.

Key Benefits
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The HARMAN HALOsonic®

Suite of Technologies
HALOsonic at a Glance
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Active Noise Cancellation

Silence Never Sounded so Good

Road Noise Cancellation

Sometimes, the best sound is silence. HARMAN has developed technologies to ensure your ride is as quiet as possible. Unwanted 
noises can ruin a driving experience, increase driver drowsiness and interfere with in-cabin conversations. HARMAN has 
identified these unwanted sounds and developed a suite of noise cancellation technologies designed to reduce in-cabin noise 
significantly: HARMAN HALOsonic  Road Noise Cancellation (RNC), Engine Order Cancellation (EOC) and Virtual Microphone 
Technology. These technologies help to refine the interior sound experience and help Original Equipment Manufacturers (OEMs) 
reduce emissions and fuel consumption.

The RNC controller uses reference signals received from accelerometers placed throughout the suspension and chassis
to predict the noise transferred into the cabin and to generate an anti-noise wave. Adaptive feedback control from error
microphones in the car roof further enhances system performance. RNC allows OEMs to use lighter structural materials by
helping to compensate for the resulting increase in interior noise. Lightweight materials, in turn, enable OEMs to lower fuel
consumption and CO2 emissions without compromising the performance of the car.
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Active Noise Cancellation

Sound of Comfort

Engine Order Cancellation

The noise produced by internal combustion engines and exhaust components can be substantial. Conventional methods
for reducing the transfer of such noise to the interior would involve reinforcing the structural stiffness of the chassis or adding 
passive NVH treatments. This adds weight to the vehicle, which translates to higher fuel consumption and CO2 emissions and 
a decrease in performance. The EOC controller uses the engine RPM signal as a reference to generate a sound wave that is 
opposite in phase to the engine vibration-induced noise. In addition, error microphones mounted in the roof of the car provide 
feedback on the amplitude and phase to refine noise-cancelling effects.
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Active Noise Cancellation
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Improving Noise Cancellation Performance while Reducing Cost

Virtual Microphone Technology

Virtual microphone technology provides a means of predicting noise levels more accurately at occupant ear locations using 
existing error microphones. This provides improvements in depth and frequency range of cancellation.  These predictions enable 
opportunities for cost savings through reduction of hardware via synergies with microphones used for other technologies.

HARMAN HALOsonic® TrueAudio
With EOC, S2T™, and RNC HARMAN uses its patented HALOsonic TrueAudio technology to ensure that only unwanted engine
or road noise is cancelled, while preserving music signals in a similar audio range. Other ANC systems lacking this capability 
cause negative effects on the quality of music significantly.

With HALOsonic TrueAudio, HARMAN makes sure that only unwanted noise is cancelled while the music signal  
remains untouched.



Electronic Sound Synthesis

Whether inside the cabin or outside the vehicle, a rich vehicle sound is an integral part of the experience behind the wheel and 
plays a crucial role in defining the DNA of a car. This holds especially true when engine sound is degraded as OEMs engage in 
measures such as engine downsizing and the use of turbochargers to reduce emissions and fuel consumption. Moreover, due to 
the silent nature of their powertrain, electric and hybrid vehicles lack sonic feedback on speed and rate of acceleration, which 
is essential for an emotional driving experience. Pedestrians, bicyclists and other road users who are accustomed to relying on 
auditory cues from vehicles to navigate around traffic, fail to hear approaching electric/hybrid vehicles. The HARMAN HALOsonic 
Electronic Sound Synthesis solutions – internal Electronic Sound Synthesis (iESS) and external Electronic Sound Synthesis (eESS) – 
help to solve these issues, enabling OEMs to attain the targeted vehicle sounds for enrichment of their vehicle DNA.

Internal Electronic Sound Synthesis

Downsizing and turbocharging of internal combustion engines for fuel economy initiatives can result in less pleasing engine order 
content. Internal Electronic Sound (iESS) enables sound contouring inside the car by creating speed-, acceleration-, and throttle-
dependent sounds through the standard speaker system. 

Advanced synthesis tools such as granular synthesis and Shepard tones, allow complete flexibility for “coloring the blank acoustic 
canvas” offered by todays electric and hybrid vehicle applications, in “all-electric” mode.  Additionally, sound synthesis during 
engine-off conditions on Hybrid Electric Vehicles or Range-Extended Electric Vehicles can be used to improve perception of engine 
start-stop events. For all vehicle applications, this system delivers improved powertrain feedback and makes drivers feel connected 
to the car they drive. An exhilarating vehicle sound adds a very emotional element to the overall driving experience.

Sound Where You Want It
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Safe with Sound
External Electronic Sound Synthesis

In order to improve pedestrian safety around electric and hybrid vehicles, a specific electronic sound is created and projected 
from speakers at the front and rear of the vehicles, giving an early warning to pedestrians that a car is approaching. This helps 
automakers comply with governmental safety regulations.

Advanced external sound synthesis technologies also allow OEM to define a unique external sound, matching their brand DNA 
and easily recognizable by anyone on the road.
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SOUND2TARGET™

S2T combines Active Noise Cancellation and Electronic Sound Synthesis to simultaneously remove unwanted noise content and 
synthesize or augment desired sound content. RNC is used to remove broadband content, as well as annoying tire cavity noise 
and low frequency sound. EOC and harmonic synthesis tools within ESS are then combined to remove unwanted orders and 
enhance desired order content to achieve the targeted powertrain noise character. 

Once an optimized order content or quiet zone is achieved, advanced sound synthesis tools can be used to augment the 
overall vehicle noise.  Features such as looping or triggered wave players, granular synthesis and Shepard tones allow to 
generate multiple sound layers, including a combination of directed and diffuse noise sources, and obtain the OEM’s desired 
vehicle sound signature.
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